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A navigation framework with carrier phase differential measure-
ments from megaconstellation low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite signals
is developed. The measurement errors due to ephemeris errors and
ionospheric and tropospheric delays are derived and the statistics of
the dilution of precision is characterized. Moreover, the joint probabil-
ity density function of the megaconstellation LEO satellites’ azimuth
and elevation angles is derived to 1) enable performance character-
ization of navigation frameworks with LEO satellites in a compu-
tationally efficient way and 2) facilitate parameter design, namely,
the differential baseline, to meet desired performance requirements.
The Starlink constellation is used as a specific LEO megaconstellation
example to demonstrate the developed carrier phase differential LEO
(CD-LEO) navigation framework. Simulation results are presented
demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed CD-LEO framework for an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) navigating for 15.1 km in 300 s, while
using signals from 44 Starlink satellites, achieving a 3-D position root
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mean squared error (RMSE) of 2.2 m and a 2-D RMSE of 32.4 cm. Ex-
perimental results are presented showing UAV navigating for 2.28 km
in 2 min over Aliso Viejo, CA, USA, using exclusively signals from only
two Orbcomm LEO satellites, achieving an unprecedented position
RMSE of 14.8 m.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coming decade is slated to witness a space revo-
lution with the launch of tens of thousands of low Earth
orbit (LEO) satellites for broadband communication [1],
[2]. The promise of utilizing LEO satellites for positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) has been the subject of recent
studies [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. While some of these studies call
for tailoring the broadband protocol to support navigation
capabilities [19], [20], other studies propose to exploit
existing broadband LEO constellations for navigation in
an opportunistic fashion [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27]. The former studies allow for simpler receiver archi-
tectures and navigation algorithms. However, they require
changes to existing infrastructure [28], the cost of which
private companies, such as OneWeb, SpaceX, Boeing, and
others, which are planning to aggregately launch tens of
thousands of broadband Internet satellites into LEO, may
not be willing to pay. Moreover, if the aforementioned
companies agree to that additional cost, there will be no
guarantees that they would not charge extra for “navigation
services.” In this case, exploiting broadband LEO satellite
signals opportunistically for navigation becomes the more
viable approach. An opportunistic approach also offers two
additional advantages: 1) it maintains the privacy of the
user, as only downlink LEO signals are utilized without
communicating back with the LEO satellites and 2) it allows
utilization of multiple constellations without being limited
to only the subscription constellation. This article assesses
opportunistic navigation with carrier phase differential mea-
surements, also known as real-time kinematic (RTK), from
broadband LEO satellite signals.

To address the limitations and vulnerabilities of global
navigation satellite system (GNSS), opportunistic naviga-
tion has received significant attention over the past decade or
so [29]. Opportunistic navigation is a paradigm that relies
on exploiting ambient radio signal of opportunity (SOPs)
for PNT. Besides LEO satellite signals, other SOPs include
AM/FM radio [30], [31], [32], digital television [33], [34],
and cellular [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44], with the latter showing the promise of a submeter-
accurate navigation solution for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) when carrier phase measurements from cellular
signals are used [45], [46].

LEO satellites possess desirable attributes for position-
ing in GNSS-challenged environments [1], [2]: 1) they are
around 20 times closer to Earth compared to GNSS satel-
lites, which reside in medium Earth orbit (MEO), making
their received signal power between 24 to 34-dBs higher
than GNSS signals; 2) they will become abundant as tens of
thousands of broadband Internet satellites are expected to
be deployed into LEO; and 3) each broadband provider will
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deploy broadband Internet satellites into unique constel-
lations, transmitting at different frequency bands, making
LEO satellite signals diverse in frequency and direction.
While the ephemerides of LEO satellites are not as pre-
cisely known as those of GNSS satellites, estimates of the
Keplerian elements parameterizing the orbits of these LEO
satellites are made publicly available by the North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) and are updated
daily in the two-line element (TLE) files. Using TLEs and
orbit determination algorithms (e.g., SGP4), the positions
and velocities of these satellites can be estimated, albeit
not precisely [47], [48], [49]. In addition, some of these
broadband LEO satellites, such as Orbcomm satellites, are
equipped with GPS receivers and broadcast their GPS so-
lution to terrestrial receivers.

This article considers the problem of navigating exclu-
sively with LEO satellite signals in environments where
GNSS signals are unavailable or untrustworthy (e.g., in the
presence of jamming or spoofing). To this end, there are
several challenges that must be addressed. First, there are
no publicly available receivers that can produce navigation
observables from LEO satellite signals. Recent papers on
navigation with LEO satellites have addressed this chal-
lenge for some of the existing constellations [21], [50], [51],
[52], [53]. Second, existing navigation frameworks do not
apply in a straight forward fashion to megaconstellation
LEO satellites due to the unique error sources associated
with megaconstellation LEO satellites. The literature on
navigation with LEO satellites either 1) assumes that the
orbit and clock errors of LEO satellites are precisely deter-
mined [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], 2) relies on TLEs [21],
[50], [51], [52], 3) or simultaneously track LEO satellites
and navigate [59], [60]. Obtaining precise LEO orbits and
clocks requires additional infrastructure, the cost of which
LEO broadband providers may not be willing to bare.
Moreover, the error in the orbits obtained from the publicly
available TLEs may be on the order of a few kilometers as
the orbit is propagated way beyond the epoch at which the
TLE file was generated. Blindly using the satellite positions
obtained from the TLE files introduces significant errors in
the measurement residuals [61]. Tracking the satellite orbits
while navigating may reduce the error in satellite orbits;
however, the augmented system becomes poorly estimable,
especially for long period of navigation, i.e., 4 min or
more [61]. An LEO carrier phase differential navigation
framework was introduced in [62] to tackle the problem
of large measurement errors due to LEO satellite orbit and
clock errors. However, the framework was geared toward
the Orbcomm constellation only. A third challenge is the
unknown achievable navigation performance with mega-
constellation LEO satellites. The navigation performance
has been partially characterized in [62] and [63]. In [62],
only the Orbcomm constellation was characterized, while
none of the sources of errors were studied. In [63], stochastic
models of the LEO satellite elevation and azimuth angles
were developed to characterize the performance of LEO
megaconstellations. However, the effect of satellite position
errors on the measurement error were partially analyzed for

a specific location, and ionospheric and tropospheric delays
were not considered in the analysis.

The high level of precision of carrier phase measure-
ments enables a submeter level navigation solution as has
been demonstrated in GNSS [64] and cellular SOPs [45],
[46]. This precision comes at the cost of added ambigui-
ties that need to be resolved, for which the least-squares
ambiguity decorrelation adjustment (LAMBDA) method
can be employed [65]. Carrier phase differential mea-
surements from LEO satellites have been used previously
to accelerate integer ambiguity resolution in the case of
GNSS [3], [4], [5], [66]. On one hand, the authors in [3]
and [66] propose a method for resolving GNSS ambiguities
by augmenting GNSS carrier phase measurements with
ones taken from LEO satellites. On the other hand, Jo-
erger et al. [4] and [5] discussed navigation and integrity
monitoring with GNSS augmented with carrier phase mea-
surements from Iridium satellites. Contrary to the afore-
mentioned papers, this article does not assume that the
rover can augment GNSS measurements with LEO mea-
surements; thus, the rover is navigating exclusively with
carrier phase differential measurements from LEO satel-
lites. Moreover, the analysis in this article is not limited to
one LEO constellation, but is generalized to multiple LEO
megaconstellations.

Once the ambiguities are resolved, the rover can per-
form real-time positioning. As mentioned above, two major
sources of error that have to be considered in the so-called
carrier phase differential (CD)-LEO framework are 1) the
error in the satellite positions obtained from the TLE files
and 2) residual ionospheric and tropospheric delays as LEO
satellites reside above the ionosphere and troposphere. Al-
though the double-difference carrier phase measurements
will cancel out most of satellite position errors and iono-
spheric and tropospheric delays, there will still be signifi-
cant errors if the base and rover are “too far apart.” These
errors are too large to ignore if an accurate navigation
solution is desired. This article characterizes this error and
its statistics as a function of the differential baseline, from
which the baseline can be designed to guarantee a desirable
performance.

This article presents a study for carrier phase differential
navigation with megaconstelation LEO satellites and con-
siders the following scenario. A receiver onboard a “rover”
with unknown states makes carrier phase measurements to
LEO satellites, and a “base” station with known position in
the vicinity of the rover makes carrier phase measurements
to the same LEO satellites. One can form differential carrier
phase measurements from base and rover measurements
and solve for the rover’s position as well as for the resulting
ambiguities. Without any position priors, the rover cannot
perform real-time positioning and must wait until there is
enough change in satellite geometry to use a batch least-
squares estimator to estimate its position and the integer
ambiguities or use a dynamic estimator, such as an extended
Kalman filter (EKF). The goal of the article is to develop
a methodology for designing CD-LEO frameworks and
analyzing their performance. Stochastic geometry models
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have been used to characterize relevant metrics in terres-
trial wireless communication systems [67]. Recent studies
extended such models to LEO-based wireless communica-
tion systems [68], [69], [70], [71] to characterize coverage
probabilities, interference, as well as Doppler spreads. This
article aims to develop stochastic models for LEO satellite
azimuth and elevation angles to characterize navigation
performance metrics and error sources, namely, the dilu-
tion of precision (DOP), ephemeris errors, and atmospheric
effects. Stochastic geometry models are an efficient alter-
native to full orbit simulations. Furthermore, they can still
be used even when not enough information is known to
simulate a given constellation. Stochastic geometry models
can be used to calculate exact statistics of some performance
metrics, either using numerical integration, or, although
rarely simple, by deriving closed-form expressions in some
instances. This article makes four contributions as follows.

1) First, a carrier phase differential (CD)-LEO naviga-
tion framework is developed for LEO satellite signals
and the measurement residuals due to ephemeris, and
ionospheric and tropospheric delays are derived.

2) Second, the probability density functions (pdfs) of
megaconstellation LEO satellites’ azimuth and ele-
vation angles are used to characterize the cumulative
density functions (cdfs) of the DOPs, namely, po-
sition DOP (PDOP), horizontal DOP (HDOP), and
vertical DOP (VDOP).

3) Third, the statistics and cdfs of measurement resid-
uals due to ephemeris errors and ionospheric and
tropospheric delays are characterized as a function
of the baseline. This study allows to design the sys-
tem parameters to guarantee a desired performance,
namely, the differential baseline.

4) Fourth, simulation and experimental results are pre-
sented showing a UAV localizing itself with LEO
satellite signals using carrier phase differential mea-
surements to an unprecedented level of accuracy.
The simulation results show a UAV navigating for
15.1 km in 300 s, while using signals from 44 Star-
link LEO satellites, achieving a 3-D position root
mean squared error (RMSE) of 2.2 m and a 2-D
RMSE of 32.4 cm. The experimental results show
a UAV navigating for 2.28 km in 2 min over Aliso
Viejo, CA, USA, using exclusively signals from only
two Orbcomm LEO satellites, achieving a position
RMSE of 14.8 m.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the measurement models used and the CD-LEO
framework. Section III models the errors in the CD-LEO
measurements due to ephemeris errors and ionospheric and
tropospheric delays. Section IV derives the joint pdf of the
megaconstellation LEO satellites’ azimuth and elevation
angles. Section V uses these models to characterize the
performance of the CD-LEO framework and proposes a
methodology to design system parameters to meet a desired
performance. Section VI presents simulation results show-
ing the potential of centimeter-accurate UAV navigation

with fully deployed LEO magaconstellations. Section VII
presents experimental results demonstrating a UAV navi-
gating with CD-LEO measurements. Finally, Section VIII
concludes this article.

II. MEASUREMENT MODELS AND CD-LEO FRAME-
WORK DESCRIPTION

This section describes the measurement models and the
CD-LEO framework used in the article. From here on out,
a satellite will be referred to as a space vehicle (SV).

A. LEO Satellite Position Error

Let rleo,l � [xleo,l , yleo,l , zleo,l ]T denote the lth LEO SV
true position vector in the East–North–Up (ENU) frame.
If the true LEO SV positions are not known, they may
be estimated utilizing TLE files and orbit determination
algorithms (e.g., SGP4), resulting with an estimate r̂leo,l .
Denote the estimation error as r̃leo,l � rleo,l − r̂leo,l . Due to
the large ephemeris errors in TLE files, ‖r̃leo,l‖2 can be on
the order of a few kilometers.

B. LEO Carrier Phase Observation Model

In this article, availability of carrier phase measurements
from LEO SV signals is assumed. For example, the receiver
proposed in [21] may be used to obtain carrier phase mea-
surements from Orbcomm LEO SV signals and the one
in [72] can be used for Starlink LEO SV signals. Note
that Orbcomm LEO SVs transmit their SV ID. As such,
data association for Orbcomm LEO SVs can be readily
performed. However, little is known about Starlink LEO
SV signals and data association must be performed. The
problem of data association has been extensively studied
in literature [73], [74] and its adaptation to the CD-LEO
framework is left as future work. In the rest of the article, it is
assumed that data association is performed perfectly. Note
that since LEO satellite orbits are above the ionosphere,
their signals will suffer from ionospheric and tropospheric
delays. Let δt (i)

iono,l (k) and δt (i)
trop,l (k) denote the ionospheric

and tropospheric delays from the lth LEO SV to the ith
receiver at time-step k, respectively, where i denotes either
the base B or the rover R. An estimate of the ionospheric
and tropospheric delays, denoted δ̂t (i)

iono,l (k) and δ̂t (i)
trop,l (k),

respectively, may be obtained using standard models [75].
After ionospheric and tropospheric delay correction, the
carrier phase measurement z(i)

l (k) expressed in meters can
be parameterized in terms of the receiver and LEO SV states
as

z(i)
l (k) = ∥∥rr,i−rleo,l (k)

∥∥
2
+c
[
δtr,i(k)−δtleo,l (k)

]+λlN
(i)
l

+ cδ̃t (i)
trop,l (k) + cδ̃t (i)

iono,l (k) + v
(i)
l (k) (1)

where rr,i � [xr,i, yr,i, zr,i]T is the ith receiver’s position vec-
tor in ENU; c is the speed of light; δtr,i and δtleo,l are the
ith receiver’s and lth LEO SV clock biases, respectively;
δ̃t (i)

iono,l � δt (i)
iono,l − δ̂t (i)

iono,l and δ̃t (i)
trop,l � δt (i)

trop,l − δ̂t (i)
trop,l are

the ionospheric and tropospheric delay errors, respectively;
λl is the lth LEO SV signal’s wavelength; N (i)

l is the carrier
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Fig. 1. Base/rover CD-LEO framework. The base receiver can be either
(a) stationary or (ii) mobile (e.g., high-flying aerial vehicle).

phase ambiguity; and v
(i)
l is the measurement noise, which

is modeled as a discrete-time zero-mean white Gaussian se-

quence with variance
[
σ

(i)
l (k)

]2
. It is assumed that

{
v

(i)
l

}L

l=1
are independent and identically distributed, but with differ-

ent values of
[
σ

(i)
l (k)

]2
.

C. CD-LEO Framework

The framework consists of a rover and a base receiver in
an environment comprising L visible LEO SVs. The base re-
ceiver (B), is assumed to have knowledge of its own position
state, e.g., 1) a stationary receiver deployed at a surveyed
location or 2) a high-flying aerial vehicle with access to
GNSS. The rover (R) does not have knowledge of its po-
sition. The base communicates its own position and carrier
phase observables with the rover. The LEO SVs’ positions
are known through the TLE files and orbit determination
software, or by decoding the transmitted ephemerides, if
any. As such, one of two differential measurements may
be used by the rover for navigating: 1) single difference or
2) double difference carrier phase measurements. Both of
these measurements are discussed next. Fig. 1 illustrates the
base/rover CD-LEO framework.

D. LEO Single Difference Carrier Phase Framework

In what follows, the objective is to estimate the rover’s
position using single difference carrier phase measure-
ments. While these measurements eliminate the time-
varying component of SV clock biases, the relative clock
bias between the base and rover receivers as well as the
carrier phase ambiguities cannot be resolved in the single
difference measurements. As such, either 1) a precise prior
is needed to estimate the initial ambiguities or 2) a dynamic
estimator must be employed to estimate the ambiguities
over time. The latter approach is adopted and an EKF
is formulated to estimate the rover’s position from single
difference carrier phase measurements.

1) LEO Single Difference Carrier Phase Observation
Model: First, define the single difference across receivers
adjusted for the base-LEO SV range as

z(R,B)
l (k) � z(R)

l (k) − z(B)
l (k) + ∥∥rr,B − r̂leo,l (k)

∥∥
2

= ∥∥rrR − rleo,l (k)
∥∥

2
+ cδt (R,B)

r (k) + λlN
(R,B)
l

+ cδ̃t (R,B)
iono,l (k) + cδ̃t (R,B)

trop,l (k)

− r̃ (B)
leo,L(k) + v

(R,B)
l (k) (2)

where

δt (R,B)
r (k) � δtrR (k) − δtrB (k)

λlN
(R,B)
l � λlN

(R)
l − λlN

(B)
l

δ̃t (R,B)
iono,l (k) � δ̃t (R)

iono,l (k) − δ̃t (B)
iono,l (k)

δ̃t (R,B)
trop,l (k) � δ̃t (R)

trop,l (k) − δ̃t (B)
trop,l (k)

r̃ (B)
leo,L(k) �

∥∥rr,B − rleo,l (k)
∥∥

2
− ∥∥rr,B − r̂leo,l (k)

∥∥
2

v
(R,B)
l (k) � v

(R)
l (k) − v

(B)
l (k).

Define δ̃t (R,B)
atmo,l (k) � δ̃t (R,B)

iono,l (k) + δ̃t (R,B)
trop,l (k) as the overall de-

lay in the lth single difference measurement due to atmo-
spheric effects. Subsequently, z(R,B)

l (k) can be expressed as

z(R,B)
l (k) = h(R)

l (k) + cδt (R,B)
r (k) + λlN

(R,B)
l

+ r̃ (R,B)
leo,L (k) + cδ̃t (R,B)

atmo,l (k) + v
(R,B)
l (k) (3)

where h(R)
l (k) � ‖rrR − r̂leo,l (k)‖2, r̃ (R,B)

leo,L (k) � r̃ (R)
leo,L(k) −

r̃ (B)
leo,L(k), and r̃ (R)

leo,L(k) � ‖rr,R − rleo,l (k)‖2 − ‖rr,R −
r̂leo,l (k)‖2. In vector form, the measurement equation
becomes

z(k) = h(R)(k) + cδt (R,B)
r (k)1L + A

+ r̃(R,B)
leo (k) + cδ̃t (R,B)

atmo (k) + v(k) (4)

where 1L is an L × 1 vector of ones and

z(k) �
[
z(R,B)

1 (k), . . . , z(R,B)
L (k)

]T

h(R)(k) �
[
h(R)

1 (k), . . . , h(R)
L (k)

]T

A �
[
λ1N (R,B)

1 , . . . , λLN (R,B)
L

]T

r̃(R,B)
leo (k) �

[
r̃ (R,B)

leo1
(k), . . . , r̃ (R,B)

leo,L (k)
]T

δ̃t (R,B)
atmo (k) �

[
δ̃t (R,B)

atmo,1(k), . . . , δ̃t (R,B)
atmo,L(k)

]T

v(k) �
[
v

(R,B)
1 (k), . . . , v(R,B)

L (k)
]T
.

The covariance matrix of v(k) is given by

R(k) � diag

[[
σ

(R,B)
1 (k)

]2
, . . . ,

[
σ

(R,B)
L (k)

]2
]

, where[
σ

(R,B)
l (k)

]2
�
[
σ

(R)
l (k)

]2
+
[
σ

(B)
l (k)

]2
.

2) EKF Model: In this framework, the rover may be
stationary or mobile. Here, the position and velocity of the
rover are estimated, along with the vector of ambiguities,
yielding the state vector

xEKF(k) =
[
rT

rR
(k), ṙT

rR
(k), x(R,B)

clk,r
T
(k), AT

]T
(5)

where x(R,B)
clk,r (k) �

[
cδt (R,B)

r (k), cδ̇t (R,B)
r (k)

]T
and

cδ̇t (R,B)
r (k) is the relative drift between the rover and

base clocks. Since the dynamics of the rover are not
necessarily known, a simple, yet reasonable dynamical
model is assumed for the rover’s position and velocity,
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namely, a velocity random walk model, which can be
expressed as [76]

xpv(k + 1) = Fpvxpv(k) + wpv(k) (6)

where xpv(k) �
[
rT

rR
(k), ṙT

rR
(k)
]T

, Fpv �
[

I3×3 T I3×3
03×3 I3×3

]
is the

state matrix, In×n is the n × n identity matrix, 0n×n is the
n × n zero matrix, T is the sampling interval, and wpv(k) is
the process noise, which is modeled as a zero-mean, white
random vector with covariance Qpv. In general, a clock error
state xclk � [cδt, cδ̇t]T is modeled to evolve according to
a standard double integrator driven by process noise [76],
according to the dynamics model

xclk(k + 1) = Fclkxclk(k) + wclk(k) (7)

where Fclk �
[

I2×2 T I2×2

02×2 I2×2

]
and wclk(k) is the process noise,

which is modeled as a zero-mean, white random vector with
covariance Qclk. Since x(R,B)

clk,r is the difference between the
rover and base clock error states, then its dynamics will
be similar to (7) except that its process noise covariance,
denoted by Q(R,B)

clk,r , will be the sum of the two process noise
covariances, i.e.,

Q(R,B)
clk,r = Q(R)

clk,r + Q(B)
clk,r (8)

where Q(R)
clk,r and Q(B)

clk,r are the rover and base’s clock error
process noise covariances, respectively. Consequently, the
overall dynamics of xEKF will be given by

xEKF(k + 1) = FEKFxEKF(k) + wEKF(k) (9)

where FEKF = diag[Fpv,Fclk, IL×L] and wEKF(k) is the
overall process noise which is modeled as a zero-
mean, white random vector with covariance QEKF =
diag

[
Qpv,Q(R,B)

clk,r , 0L×L

]
. Note that the block pertaining to

the ambiguity vector is not exactly zero in the process
noise covariance but is set to a small value εI to avoid
numerical instabilities in the EKF [77]. The EKF can be
readily implemented, with the measurement Jacobian given
by

H(k) = [G(k) 1L 0L I] (10)

where G(k) is the geometry matrix at time-step k, which can
be parameterized by the SVs’ azimuth and elevation angles
{φl}L

l=1 and {θl}L
l=1, respectively, according to (11) equation

shown at the bottom of this page.

E. LEO Double Difference Carrier Phase Framework

In what follows, the objective is to estimate the rover’s
position using double difference carrier phase measure-
ments. While these measurements completely remove the
dependency on clock biases, they have inherent ambiguities

that must be resolved. Recall that (L − 1) measurements are
obtained from L visible satellites [75], with one unknown
ambiguity associated with each double difference measure-
ment. Using only one set of carrier phase measurements
with no a priori knowledge on the rover position results in
an underdetermined system: (L + 2) unknowns (3 position
states and (L − 1) ambiguities) with only (L − 1) mea-
surements. Therefore, when no a priori information on the
position of the rover is known, a batch weighted nonlinear
least-squares (B-WNLS) over a window of K time-steps is
employed to solve for the rover’s position and ambiguities.
The rover could either remain stationary or move during the
batch window. Subsequently, the rover uses measurements
collected at different times in a batch estimator, resulting
in an overdetermined system [75]. The total number of
measurements will be K × (L − 1) in the batch window. If
the rover remains stationary, the total number of unknowns
will remain (L + 2). Otherwise, the number of unknowns
becomes (3˜K + L − 1): 3 position states at each time-step
and (L − 1) ambiguities. The dimensions of the unknown
parameters and the measurement vector set a necessary con-
dition on K and L in order to obtain a solution. Once an es-
timate of the ambiguities is obtained, the rover position can
be estimated in real-time using a point-solution weighted
nonlinear least-squares (PS-WNLS) estimator. Both the
B-WNLS and PS-WNLS estimate the rover’s position from
LEO double difference carrier phase measurements, which
is described next.

1) LEO Double Difference Carrier Phase Observation
Model: Without loss of generality, the first LEO SV is
taken as the reference, yielding the double difference mea-
surements

z̄(k) � Tz(k)

= h̄
(R)

(k) + Ā + ¯̃r(R,B)
leo (k) + c ¯̃δt (R,B)

atmo (k) + v̄(k) (12)

where h̄
(R)

(k) � Th(R)(k), Ā � TA, ¯̃r(R,B)
leo (k) � Tr̃(R,B)

leo (k),

v̄(k) � Tv(k), ¯̃δt (R,B)
atmo (k) � Tδ̃t (R,B)

atmo (k), and T �
[−1L−1 I(L−1)×(L−1)] is the differencing matrix. Note that
the covariance matrix of v̄(k) is given by R̄(k) = TR(k)TT.
If λl �= λ1, then Ā cannot be expressed as λN, where
N is a vector of integers. If λl = λ ∀ l , then Ā = λN
and the LAMBDA method is used to resolve the integer
ambiguities.

2) B-WNLS Solution: If the rover remains stationary
during the batch window, then the parameter to be estimated
is given by

xstationary �
[
rT

r,R(0), ĀT
]T

G(k)� −

⎡
⎢⎣

cos [θ1(k)] sin
[
φ1(k)

]
cos [θ1(k)] cos

[
φ1(k)

]
sin [θ1(k)]

...
...

...
cos [θL(k)] sin

[
φL(k)

]
cos [θL(k)] cos

[
φL(k)

]
sin [θL(k)]

⎤
⎥⎦ . (11)
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otherwise, it is given by

xmobile �
[
rT

r,R(0), . . . , rT
r,R(K − 1), ĀT

]T
.

The parameter xstationary or xmobile are estimated from the
collection of measurements from 0 to (K − 1) given by

z̄K �
[
z̄T(0), . . . , z̄T(K − 1)

]T
to yield an estimate x̂stationary or x̂mobile, respectively. Let
ˆ̄A denote the estimate of Ā. For a mobile receiver, the
estimation error covariance QA associated with ˆ̄A is given
by

QA =
(

K−1∑
k=0

Y
1
2
k �kY

1
2
k

)−1

where Y
1
2
k is a square-root of Yk � R̄−1(k), and

�k � I(L−1)×(L−1) − �k

�k � Y
1
2
k TG(k)

[
GT(k)TTYkTG(k)

]−1
GT(k)TTY

1
2
k

where G(k) is given in (11).

REMARK 1 In this article, the well-known LAMBDA
method is adopted to resolve integer ambiguities. How-
ever, the CD-LEO framework may be implemented with
a different integer ambiguity resolution method. Regard-
less of the resolution method used, the integers may not
be resolved properly, especially that many of the LEO
megaconstellations of interest will be transmitting in the
Ka band and above. Since the wavelength is very small
(3 cm or less), the difference between the float and integer
solution will also be very small. In this case, errors due to
uncertainty in the ephemeris would dominate. This source
of error is one of the main sources characterized in this
article. Nevertheless, the methodology developed in this
article can be readily extended to study the effect of the
integer resolution algorithm and the batch window size on
the navigation performance of the CD-LEO framework and
is left as future work.

3) PS-WNLS Solution: After resolving the ambiguities,
a point solution for the rover position can be computed at
each time-step. Let Ň denote the integer estimates of N.
Hence, the double difference measurement vector adjusted
for the integer ambiguities expressed as

z̄ f (k) � z̄(k) − λŇ = h̄,R(k) + λÑ + ¯̃r(R,B)
leo (k) + v̄(k)

(13)
where Ñ � N − Ň is the integer ambiguity error. The rover
uses z̄ f (k) to solve for rrR (k) in a PS-WNLS. For small
measurement noise variances, which is typically the case
for high-frequency carriers, the positioning performance
heavily depends on ¯̃r(R,B)

leo (k), which is characterized in
Section V.

Fig. 2. LEO SV-to-receiver geometry. The subscripts j and l are
omitted for simplicity.

III. LEO MEGACONSTELLATION AND ERROR
MODELS

This section describes the LEO megaconstellation or-
bit model as well as models of ephemeris and ambiguity
resolution errors.

A. LEO Megaconstellation Orbit Model

Consider a LEO megaconstellation composed of J LEO
constellations of Lj SVs each, where j = 1, . . . , J . The total
number of SVs in the megaconstellation is given by

L =
J∑

j=1

Lj . (14)

The orbit of a LEO SV belonging to constellation j is
defined by its inclination angle i j and orbital altitude h j .
Define the normalized orbital radius

α j � 1 + h j

RE
(15)

where RE is the average radius of the Earth, which is
assumed to be spherical. The surface over which the LEO
SV can exist is defined as Bo(i j,Rhj ), which is a capless
sphere of radius Rhj � α jRE , as shown in Fig. 2. The
subsequent analysis can be done independently for different
LEO constellation; hence, the subscript j will be dropped
for simplicity of notation. Let φl and θl denote the azimuth
and elevation angles, respectively, of the lth LEO SV. These
angles are specific to a receiver location given by longitude
λ0 and latitude ϕ0. Moreover, let γ (θl ) denote the angle
between the LEO SV and receiver position vectors. Using
the law of sines, γ (θl ) can be expressed as

γ (θl ) = cos−1

[
1

α
cos θl

]
− θl . (16)

The constellation parameters are obtained from the pro-
posed Starlink constellation in [78] and are summarized in
Table I.
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TABLE I
Starlink Orbital Configuration

B. Measurement Errors Due to Ephemeris Errors

Recall that the SV positions are obtained by nonprecise
ephemerides. The effect of the estimated SV position error
onto the CD-LEO measurement is first characterized as a
function of the SV elevation angle. Next, the pdf of the
elevation angle derived in Section IV is used to obtain the
cdf of the measurement error due to ephemeris errors. A
first-order Taylor series expansion around r̂leo,l yields∥∥rr,i − rleo,l

∥∥
2

≈ ∥∥rr,i − r̂leo,l

∥∥
2
+ hT

i,l r̃
(i)
leo,l (17)

where hi,l is the unit line-of-sight vector between the lth
LEO SV and the ith receiver and r̃(i)

leo,l is the lth LEO SV’s
position error vector expressed in the ith receiver’s ENU
frame. A first-order Taylor series expansion around hB,l

yields

hR,l ≈ hB,l + 1∥∥rr,B − r̂leo,l

∥∥
2

(
I − hB,lh

T
B,l

)
�rb (18)

where �rb is the baseline vector between the base and the
rover. Subsequently, the residual due to SV position errors
can be expressed as

r̃ (R,B)
leo,l = ∥∥rr,R − rleo,l

∥∥
2
− ∥∥rr,B − rleo,l

∥∥
2

− ∥∥rr,R − r̂leo,l

∥∥
2
+ ∥∥rr,B − r̂leo,l

∥∥
2

⇒ r̃ (R,B)
leo,l ≈

(
�l r̃

(B)
leo,l

)T
(�l�rb)

d (B)
l

(19)

where �l � (I − hB,lh
T
B,l ) and d (B)

l � ‖rr,B − r̂leo,l‖2. Us-
ing the law of sines and (16), d (i)

l can be expressed as

d (i)
l = RE

(√
α2 − cos2 θ

(i)
l − sin θ (i)

l

)
(20)

where θ (i)
l denotes the lth LEO SV’s elevation angle in the

ith receiver’s coordinate frame. The residual in (19) can be
interpreted as the dot product between the baseline projected
onto the range-space of �l , denoted R(�l ), and the SV
position error vector also projected onto R(�l ), as shown
in Fig. 3(a). Practically, the rover can be assumed to be
on the base’s local plane East–North (EN) plane, i.e., its
elevation angle with respect to the base is zero. Moreover,
let ω(B)

R denote the rover’s azimuth angle with respect to the
base, as shown in Fig. 3(b). As such, the baseline can be
parameterized as

�rb = �rbu(B)
R (21)

where u(B)
R � [sinω(B)

R , cosω(B)
R , 0]T is a unit vector rep-

resenting the baseline direction and �rb is the baseline
magnitude.

Fig. 3. Baseline-to-SV geometry. The subscript l was omitted for
simplicity. The red lines show the range-space of �, denoted by R(�),

which is orthogonal to the unit line-of-sight vector hB.

Moreover, let ψ (B)
l denote the orientation of the LEO

SV’s ground track in the base’s ENU frame. As such, the
LEO SV’s position error vector may be expressed in the
base’s ENU frame as

r̃(B)
leo,L = eleo,Lu(B)

leo,L (22)

where eleo,L is the magnitude of the SV position error and
u(B)

leo,L is the unit direction vector of the SV error in the base’s
ENU frame. Using (16) and the geometry in Fig. 3, one can
show that u(B)

leo,L can be expressed as

u(B)
leo,L � 1

α

[
sinψ (B)

l cos θ (B)
l , cosψ (B)

l cos θ (B)
l ,√

α2 − cos2 θ
(B)
l

]T

. (23)

Using (19)–(23), the measurement residual due to SV posi-
tion error can be expressed as

r̃ (R,B)
leo,l = f

(
θ

(B)
l , φ

(B)
l , ω(B),R, ψ (B)

l , α
) �rb · eleo,L

RE
(24)

where

f (θ, φ, ω,ψ, α) � cos θ

α
(√
α2 − cos2 θ − sin θ

)
·[cos(ψ − ω) − cos(ψ − φ) cos θ

−α cos(ω − φ)− sin θ
√
α2−cos2 θ

cos θ

]
.

(25)

While (24) shows the mapping between SV position error
and measurement residual, it is worth looking at an upper
bound of the residual magnitude for worst case scenario
analysis. It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that the magnitude of
r̃ (R,B)

leo,l is maximized when the SV’s ground track is collinear
with the baseline. In such cases, using (20), the magnitude
of r̃ (R,B)

leo,l may be bounded according to∣∣∣r̃ (R,B)
leo,l

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣g(θ (B)
l , αl

)∣∣∣ �rb · eleo,L

RE
(26)

where

g(θ, α) =
1
α

1
sin θ − 1√

α2−cos2 θ

. (27)
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Fig. 4. Normalized residual as a function of the elevation angle for
different baseline values.

Fig. 4 shows |g(θ (B)
l , αl )|�rb

RE
as a function of θ (B)

l for
different values of �rb. This quantity, called normalized
residual, represents the maximum residual error per unit of
SV position error.

C. Measurement Errors Due to Atmospheric Effects

In case the LEO receiver is not making corrections for
ionospheric and tropospheric delays, a residual error in
the CD-LEO measurements will be introduced. In GPS,
differential measurements at a “short” baseline of 20 km
or less may almost completely cancel out the measurement
errors due to atmospheric effects. However, such baselines
may still yield significant errors in the CD-LEO measure-
ments. In general, ionospheric and tropospheric delays can
be modeled as the product of the delay at zenith and a
mapping function of the elevation angle [75], known as the
obliquity factor. As the elevation angle of the SV decreases,
the obliquity factor increases due to the fact that signals at
low elevation angles propagate longer in the ionosphere and
troposphere. Differential GNSS exploits the fact that MEO
SVs have almost the same elevation angles for a baseline
of tens of kilometers, which means that the ionospheric
and tropospheric delays cancel out almost completely when
forming the differential GNSS measurements. However,
LEO SVs are much closer to Earth than MEO SVs, more
than 36 times closer in the case of Starlink, which means that
the equal elevation angle approximation for typical GNSS
baselines does not hold anymore. The residual errors due to
atmospheric effects are subsequently studied as a function
of the elevation angle and the baseline for LEO SVs.

The ionospheric and tropospheric delays in the carrier
phase measurement from the lth LEO SV in the ith receiver
can be estimated as

δ̂t (i)
iono,l = zδ̂t (i)

iono fiono

(
θ

(i)
l

)
(28)

δ̂t (i)
trop,l = z,wδ̂t (i)

trop ftrop,w

(
θ

(i)
l

)
+ z,dδ̂t (i)

trop ftrop,d

(
θ

(i)
l

)
(29)

where zδ̂t (i)
iono, z,wδ̂t (i)

trop, and z,dδ̂t (i)
trop are the ionospheric,

tropospheric wet, and tropospheric dry delays for the ith
receiver at zenith, respectively, and fiono(θ (i)

l ), ftrop,w(θ (i)
l ),

and ftrop,d(θ (i)
l ) are the ionospheric, tropospheric wet, and

tropospheric dry obliquity factors, respectively.

Fig. 5. Base-rover-LEO SV geometry when �θl is maximized, i.e., the
2–D position of the LEO SV is collinear with the base and rover

positions.

Assuming that zδ̂t (R)
iono = zδ̂t (B)

iono and using a first-order
Taylor series expansion of fiono(θ (R)

l ) around θ (B)
l , the resid-

ual in the single difference CD-LEO measurement due to
ionospheric delays can be approximated as

δ̂t (R,B)
iono,l � δ̂t (R)

iono,l − δ̂t (B)
iono,l

≈ zδ̂t (B)
iono · d

dθ
fiono (θ )

∣∣∣∣
θ

(B)
l

�θl (30)

where �θl � θ
(R)
l − θ

(B)
l . Fig. 5 illustrates the geometry

between the LEO SV and the base and rover receivers when
the 2-D position of the LEO SV is collinear with the base
and rover positions. It can be shown that |�θl | is maximized
in such configurations. Using the law of sines and assuming
that d (R)

l = d (B)
l , one can show that

|�θl | ≤ |�θl |max (31)

where |�θl |max is a function of the baseline and elevation
angle at the base receiver given by

|�θl |max�

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
sin−1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣ sin θ (B)

l �rb

RE

(√
α2−cos2 θ

(B)
l −sin θ (B)

l

)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

(32)
Combining (30) and (31) yields the following bound:

∣∣∣δ̂t (R,B)
iono,l

∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣zδ̂t (B)

iono · d

dθ
fiono (θ )

∣∣∣∣
θ

(B)
l

∣∣∣∣∣ · |�θl |max. (33)

A similar bound is obtained for residuals due to tropo-
spheric delays as

∣∣∣δ̂t (R,B)
trop,l

∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣z,wδ̂t (B)

trop · d

dθ
ftrop,w (θ )

∣∣∣∣
θ

(B)
l

+z,dδ̂t (B)
trop · d

dθ
ftrop,d (θ )

∣∣∣∣
θ

(B)
l

∣∣∣∣∣ · |�θl |max. (34)

Equations (33) and (34) indicate that the magnitude of
ionospheric and tropospheric delay residuals will be upper
bounded by terms proportional to |�θl |max, which is the
maximum difference between the elevation angles of the lth
SV with respect to the base and rover, respectively. Fig. 6
shows |�θl |max as a function of θ (B)

l for different baseline
values. As expected from (32), |�θl |max is maximized when
the SV is at zenith. Moreover, Fig. 6 suggests that the
small angle approximation holds with respect to the baseline
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Fig. 6. Plot of |�θl |max as a function of θ (B)
l for different baseline

values.

�rb. As such, one can approximate the upper bound on
the magnitude of the ionospheric and tropospheric delay
residuals to be proportional to the baseline.

IV. JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF MEGACONSTELLATION
LEO SVS’ AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION ANGLES

The joint pdf of megaconstellation LEO SVs’ azimuth
and elevation angles offers an efficient way to characterize
the performance of the CD-LEO framework as well as to
enable performance-driven design of the CD-LEO frame-
work, such as the differential baseline selection. To this end,
the LEO SV orbits are defined, such as in Section III-A.
Moreover, it as assumed that the probability p j of the lth
LEO SV belonging to constellation j is given by

p j �Pr
[
SVl ∈ const j

]= Lj

L
, j =1, . . . , J, l =1, . . . , L.

(35)
The following analysis holds for both receivers; hence, the
superscripts j, B, and R will be dropped for simplicity of
notation.

A. Satellite Elevation and Azimuth Distribution Model

Let λl and ϕl denote the lth LEO SV’s longitude and
latitude, respectively. Recall that the Earth is assumed to
be spherical and the SV orbits are assumed to be circular.
Moreover, it is assumed that the right ascension of the
ascending node (RAAN) is uniformly distributed over 2π .
As such, it can be shown that the pdfs of λl and ϕl are given
by [63]

f�(λl ) =
{

1
2π , 0 ≤ λl < 2π

0, elsewhere
(36)

f� (ϕl ) =
{

cosϕl

π
√

sin2 i−sin2 ϕl

, |ϕl | < i

0, elsewhere
(37)

with the joint pdf given by

f�,� (λl , ϕl ) = f�(λl ) f� (ϕl ). (38)

The histogram obtained from the Starlink constellation and
the analytical pdfs for i = 53◦ are shown in Fig. 7.

The joint pdf of φl and θl for an SV in constellation j,
parameterized by the receiver’s longitudeλ0 and latitudeϕ0,
the normalized orbital radius α j , inclination angle i j , and
elevation mask θmin, was derived in [63] and is denoted by

Fig. 7. Histogram and analytical pdfs of λl and ϕl for i = 53◦.

l f θmin
�,�(φl , θl;α j, i j, λ0, ϕ0). This pdf can be obtained from

f�,� (λl , ϕl ) through coordinate transformation. To this end,
the mapping from the pair (φl , θl ) to (λl , ϕl ) must be estab-
lished. The result is captured in the following lemma. Note
that the subscript j will be omitted for simplicity of notation.

LEMMA IV.1 Given a spherical Earth, an SV orbit charac-
terized by il andαl , and a receiver’s longitudeλ0 and latitude
ϕ0, the inverse mapping from (φl , θl ) to (λl , ϕl ) is given by

y(φl , θl ) �
[
λl

ϕl

]
=
[

tan−1
[

a02(φl ,θl )
a01(φl ,θl )

]
sin−1

[
a03(φl , θl )

]
]

(39)

where

a01(φl , θl ) � sin
[
γ (θl )

]
f01 (φl , θl ) + 1

α
cosϕ0 cos λ0

a02(φl , θl ) � sin
[
γ (θl )

]
f02 (φl , θl ) + 1

α
cosϕ0 sin λ0

a03(φl , θl ) � sin
[
γ (θl )

]
f03 (φl , θl ) + 1

α
sin ϕ0,

f01 (φ, θ ) � cosϕ0 cos λ0 tan θ − sin λ0 sin φ

− sin ϕ0 cos λ0 cosφ

f02 (φ, θ ) � cosϕ0 sin λ0 tan θ + cos λ0 sin φ

− sin ϕ0 sin λ0 cosφ

f03 (φ, θ ) � sin ϕ0 tan θ + cosϕ0 cosφ.

PROOF See Appendix A. �
Finally, f�,�(φl , θl ) is given by

f�,�(φl , θl )

=
⎧⎨
⎩

|det[Jy (φl ,θl )]|√1−a2
03(φl ,θl )

2π2
√

sin2 i−a2
03(φl ,θl )

, |a03(φl , θl )| < sin i

0, elsewhere
(40)

where Jy(φl , θl ) �
[ ∂λl
∂φl

∂λl
∂θl

∂ϕl
∂φl

∂ϕl
∂θl

]
. The expression of Jy(φl , θl )

and its determinant are given in Appendix B.

B. Azimuth and Elevation Joint Distribution for a Set
Elevation Mask

Since the visible SVs have nonnegative elevation angles,
one is interested to know the pdf for θl ≥ 0. In practice, a
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Fig. 8. Joint (φl , θl ) pdfs calculated from (a) a histogram of azimuth
and elevation angles of the SVs from the proposed Starlink LEO

constellation and (b) from the analytical solution in (43). Note that the
different orbital shells can be seen in the pdfs, especially in the analytical

one in (b). The receiver is located at ϕ0 = 33.642673◦,
λ0 = −117.838747◦, and zero altitude. .

positive elevation mask θmin is set. The pdf for θl ≥ θmin is
hence given by

f θmin
�,�(φl , θl )

=
⎧⎨
⎩

|det[Jy (φl ,θl )]|√1−a2
03(φl ,θl )

Cl,θmin

√
sin2 i−a2

03(φl ,θl )
, (φl , θl ) ∈ Dl,θmin

0, elsewhere
(41)

where the domain Dl,θmin is defined as

Dl,θmin = [(φl , θl ) |(|a03(φl , θl )| < sin i) ∩ (θl ≥ θmin)
]

and the normalization constant Cl,θmin is given by

Cl,θmin = 2π2
∫ ∫

Dl,θmin

f�,�(φl , θl )dφl dθl .

Note that one can find the average number of visible satel-
lites L̄ according to

L̄ = L × Pr [θl ≥ θmin] = L
Cl,θmin

2π2
(42)

where L is the total number of SVs in the constellation.

C. Multiconstellation Azimuth and Elevation Joint Distri-
bution

Recall that the pdf in (41) is constellation-specific, i.e.,
it is parameterized by one inclination angle i = i j and one
normalized orbital radius α = α j . For the case of multicon-
stellations, as is the case for LEO megaconstellation, the
joint pdf for all constellations, each of which defined by is
given by

all f θmin
�,�(φl , θl ) =

J∑
j=1

p j
jf θmin
�,�(φl , θl ) (43)

where j f θmin
�,�(φl , θl ) is the pdf of the jth constellation ob-

tained according to (41). Fig. 8 shows the joint pdf of
(φl , θl ) estimated from a histogram of azimuth and elevation
angles of the proposed Starlink constellation as well as
the analytical pdf calculated in (43). The receiver loca-
tion was set in Irvine, CA, USA, with ϕ0 = 33.642673◦,
λ0 = −117.838747◦, zero altitude. It can be seen that the
two pdfs match closely.

V. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION AND
PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN CD-LEO FRAMEWORK
DESIGN

This section studies leverages the models developed
in Section III and Section IV to develop a performance
characterization methodology that can inform the design of
CD-LEO frameworks, namely, in baseline selection. First,
the cdf and statistics of the PDOP are evaluated, followed by
the statistics and cdfs of the CD-LEO measurement residual
errors due to ephemeris errors and atmospheric effects. Note
that the following analysis is concerned with the single-
epoch position estimation performance after the integer
ambiguities have been resolved, i.e., for the PS-WNLS. The
performance characterization is conducted using a Monte
Carlo approach: several realizations of the elevation and
azimuth angles are obtained from the joint pdf derived in
Section IV and the cdf or statistics of the performance metric
are computed numerically. To do so, the average number of
visible satellites L̄ is determined according to (42) and the
elevation mask. Then, L̄ realizations of joint azimuth and
elevation angles are determined by sampling the joint PDF
given in (43). The PDF is sampled using a standard rejection
sampling method [79]. Then, the variable of interest is
calculated as a function of the azimuth and elevation angle
in realization. Finally, the cdf of the variable of interest
is computed from all the Monte Carlo realizations. It is
important to note that the same methodology can be used
to characterize performance in different environments, such
as multipath errors or SV visibility in deep urban canyons.

A. PDOP Statistics Characterization

One important measure of the estimability (i.e., degree
of observability) of the receiver’s position is the PDOP.
Assuming equal measurement noise variances, the PDOP
in the CD-LEO framework is given by PDOP = √

trace[P],
where P is the PDOP matrix given by

P = 2
[
GTTT (TTT)−1

TG
]−1

. (44)

Another metric of interest is the horizontal dilution of pre-
cision (HDOP), which gives a measure of the estimability
of the horizontal components of the position vector. This
metric is appropriate to study in the case where the rover
is equipped with an altimeter and is using LEO signals
mainly to estimate its horizontal position. Otherwise, the
vertical dilution of precision (VDOP) becomes an impor-
tant metric to study as well. The HDOP is calculated ac-
cording to HDOP = √

trace[P2×2], where P2×2 indicates
the 2 × 2 block of the PDOP matrix corresponding to the
horizontal position coordinates, and the VDOP is given by
VDOP = √

P3×3, where P3×3 is the third diagonal element
of P, corresponding to the vertical position coordinate.
The PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP cdfs are characterized nu-
merically using the pdfs of the SV azimuth and elevation
angles derived in Section IV for the Starlink constellation
with the parameters in Table I. The cdfs, shown in Fig. 9
are computed for a receiver in Irvine, CA, USA, with
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Fig. 9. Cdf of the PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP in the CD-LEO framework
for the Starlink constellation for a receiver located at ϕ0 = 33.642673◦,
λ0 = −117.838747◦, and zero altitude. The dashed arrows indicate the
direction of the curves when θmin increases. The cdfs were computed

from 105 PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP realizations.

ϕ0 = 33.642673◦, λ0 = −117.838747◦, zero altitude, and
for four elevation angle masks: 5◦, 15◦, 25◦, and 35◦. While
5◦ might be unrealistically low for LEO SVs, it is included in
the analysis to study a wider range of the DOP values. Fig. 9
shows that the PDOP is mostly less than 2 for elevation angle
masks of 25◦ or below, and above 2 almost all the time for
elevation angle masks of 35◦. This is mainly due to the fact
that the vertical component becomes poorly observable for
such elevation angle masks. This is validated in the HDOP
cdf, which shows that the HDOP is almost always below
unity for elevation masks of 35◦ or below. In fact, the HDOP
is mostly below 0.6 for elevation angles of 25◦, showing that
highly accurate horizontal positioning may be achieved.

Moreover, heat maps showing the average PDOP,
HDOP, and VDOP were computed in Fig. 10. The figure
shows that the average DOP is less than 1.5 for all latitudes
between −60◦ and 60◦. Note that only the aforementioned
range of latitudes is considered as 1) this is the region of
interest and 2) the elevation angles become very low and
the SVs are obstructed at the poles as the orbits have a 55 ◦

inclination yielding very large DOP values.

B. Measurement Error Statistics Characterization

1) Ephemeris Errors: The cdf of |r̃leol
(R,B)| can be

characterized from (26) and the joint distribution of the LEO
SVs’ azimuth and elevation angles derived in Section IV. To
this end, the cdf of g(θ, α) is calculated for the Starlink LEO
constellation using the parameters in Table I. The receiver
was assumed to be on the University of California, Irvine
(UCI) campus. The cdf was computed for three elevation
masks: θmin = 5◦, θmin = 25◦, and θmin = 35◦. The cdf of
g(θ, α) is shown in Fig. 11(a), and the expected value of
g(θ, α), denoted by E[g(θ, α)], is shown in Fig. 11(b) as a
function of θmin.

Next, to characterize the effect of ephemeris errors
on CD-LEO measurements, the measurement errors are
computed for a given distribution of the SV position error.
The distribution of the SV position error was obtained
from published root mean-squared error (RMSE) data by
Celestrack for current Starlink SVs, which represent the
SV position RMSE at the TLE epoch. A histogram of the
SV position RMSE as well as a pdf fit are shown in Fig. 12.
It was found that the Burr distribution best fit the RMSE
data. It is assumed that the SV position error is independent

Fig. 10. Heat maps of the average PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP for the
CD-LEO navigation framework. The heat maps were computed from 103

PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP realizations for an elevation mask of 25◦.

Fig. 11. (a) Cdf of g(θ, α) for θmin = 5◦, θmin = 25◦, and θmin = 35◦.
(b) Expected value of g(θ, α) as a function of θmin.

Fig. 12. Histogram of Starlink LEO SV position RMSE as obtained
from Celestrack along with a pdf fit. It was found that the Burr

distribution best fit the empirical data.
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Fig. 13. Cdf of the CD-LEO measurement error due to SV position
errors. The dashed arrows indicate the direction of the curves when the

baseline increases. The cdf was computed from 105 residual realizations.

Fig. 14. Heat map of the average measurement error magnitude in
CD-LEO measurements due to SV position error for a 5-km baseline.

The heat map was computed from 104 residual realizations.

of the SV azimuth and elevation angles; hence, it is sampled
independently from the Burr distribution fit.

Fig. 13 shows the cdf of the measurement errors for
θmin = 25◦ and for different values of the baseline. The
SV position errors were drawn from the Burr distribution
described above. The receiver was assumed to be on the UCI
campus. The black arrow indicates the direction in which the
baseline increases. It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the 95th
percentile for a 10-km baseline is 3.8 m, which indicates
that the measurement error 95th percentile is lower than
3.8 m for all baselines less than 10 km.

A heat map of the average measurement error magnitude
is then computed for a baseline of 5 km and shown in Fig. 14.
The heat map shows that the average measurement error in
the CD-LEO measurements due to SV position error is less
than 2 m almost anywhere between −60◦ and 60◦ latitudes.

2) Atmospheric Effects: Since the zδ̂t (i)
iono,l ,

z,wδ̂t (i)
iono,l ,

and z,dδ̂t (i)
trop,l are also functions of several unknown parame-

ters, such as carrier frequency, TECV, atmospheric pressure,
temperature, etc., the effect of ionospheric and tropospheric
delays on CD-LEO measurements will be characterized
through the mapping functions derived from (33) and (34)
as

f̄iono(θ ) �
∣∣∣∣ d

dθ
fiono(θ )�θmax

∣∣∣∣ (45)

f̄trop,w(θ ) �
∣∣∣∣ d

dθ
ftrop,w(θ )�θmax

∣∣∣∣ (46)

f̄trop,d(θ ) �
∣∣∣∣ d

dθ
ftrop,d(θ )�θmax

∣∣∣∣ . (47)

Fig. 15. Cdf of the ionospheric and tropospheric delay mapping
functions in (45)–(47) for θmin = 25◦. The dashed arrows indicate the

direction of the curves when the baseline increases. The cdf was
computed from 105 realizations.

Fig. 16. Cdf of the error in the CD-LEO measurements due to the
ionospheric delays for θmin = 25◦ and ionospheric delay of 10 m at

zenith. The cdf was computed from 105 residual realizations.

The cdf of f̄iono(θ ), f̄trop,w(θ ), and f̄trop,d(θ ) are shown in
Fig. 15. The cdf of the measurement errors can be computed
knowing the ionospheric and wet and dry tropospheric
delays by simply multiplying them by the corresponding
mapping functions in (45)–(47). For example, Fig. 16 shows
the cdf of the CD-LEO measurement error due to iono-
spheric delays for an ionospheric delay of 10 m at zenith.

Heat maps of the average ionospheric and tropospheric
delay mapping functions are then computed for a baseline
of 5 km and shown in Fig. 17. The heat maps show that the
average error magnitude in the CD-LEO measurements due
to ionospheric delays is less than 4 mm per meters of zenith
ionospheric delay almost anywhere between −60◦ and 60◦

latitudes.

REMARK 2 It is important to note that the goal of the article
is to develop a methodology for characterizing the perfor-
mance of a CD-LEO system and designing key system pa-
rameters. The Starlink constellation is taken as an example
and several values for the baselines were considered for
illustrative purposes. Other values of the baseline can be
evaluated as well. Designing the CD-LEO baseline is a
function of available resources and desired performance.
Such a study is beyond the scope of this article and is left
as future work.
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Fig. 17. Heat map of the average ionospheric and tropospheric delay
mapping functions for a 5 km baseline. The heat map was computed

from 104 residual realizations.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section details simulation results of a fixed-wing
UAV navigating with signals from the proposed Starlink
LEO SV megaconstellation under the double difference
CD-LEO framework discussed in Section II. The UAV,
representing the rover, flew a total trajectory of 15.1 km
in 300 s over Irvine, CA. The simulated UAV compares in
performance to a small private plane with a cruise speed of
roughly 50 m/s. The trajectory of the UAV, shown in white
in Fig. 18(c) consisted of a straight segment, followed by a
figure-eight pattern over Irvine, CA, USA, and then a final
straight segment. The UAV flew at a constant altitude of
2.5 km, while executing the rolling and yawing maneuvers.
A stationary base, shown in Fig. 18(b), was located on
top of the Engineering Gateway at the UCI campus. The
distance between the base and the UAV throughout the
UAV’s trajectory ranged between a maximum of 3.826 km
to a minimum of 2.489 km. The elevation angle mask was
set to 15◦ in both receivers. The UAV and base station
both received signals from 44 simulated LEO SVs, whose
trajectories are depicted in blue in Fig. 18(a). To simulate
ephemeris errors, the true anomaly of each satellite was
randomly shifted such that the satellite position errors were
distributed between 75 m and 3.5 km. It was assumed that
the UAV had access to GNSS for the first 50 s, during which

Fig. 18. Simulation results showing a fixed-wing UAV navigating using
the proposed CD-LEO framework. (a) Starlink LEO SVs’ trajectories
(elevation mask set at 15◦). (b) Base receiver location. (c) True and
estimated UAV trajectories. (d)–(e) Close-up of the UAV trajectory

showing precise navigation with the CD-LEO framework and a
maximum 2–D position error of 73.6 cm.

the B-WNLS is solved. After 50 s, the UAV solves for its
3-D position using CD-LEO measurements and the integer
ambiguities estimates obtained by solving the B-WNLS.
The total 3-D and 2-D position RMSE were 2.2 m and
32.4 cm, respectively, while the maximum 2-D position
error was 73.6 cm. Given that the baseline ranges from
2.5 to 3.8 km, the cdf of the measurement errors will be
between the red and yellow curves in Fig. 9. As such,
measurement errors on the order of 1 m are expected due
to ephemeris errors. Note that the signal wavelength was
assumed to be 3 cm (10 GHz). Therefore, the ephemeris
errors will dominate the measurement errors. Moreover,
similar to GNSS, the vertical uncertainty in the CD-LEO
framework is larger than the horizontal uncertainty due to
less geometric diversity in the vertical direction since the
VDOP will be high relative to the HDOP, as seen in Figs.
9 and 10. The simulation layout and the true and estimated
UAV trajectories are shown in Fig. 18.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents experimental results of a UAV
navigating with signals from Orbcomm LEO SVs via the
CD-LEO framework discussed in Section II. First, the ex-
perimental setup is discussed. Then, the navigation frame-
works implemented in the experiments and their associated
results are presented.
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Fig. 19. Base/rover experimental setup of the CD-LEO framework.

Fig. 20. (a) Sky plot of the geometry of the 2 Orbcomm SVs during the
experiment. (b) The measured Doppler frequencies using the proprietary

SDR and the expected Doppler calculated from the TLE for both
Orbcomm SVs.

A. Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the CD-LEO framework discussed in
Section II, the rover was a DJI Matrice 600 UAV equipped
with an Ettus E312 USRP, a high-end VHF antenna, and
a small consumer-grade GPS antenna to discipline the
on-board oscillator. The base was a stationary receiver
equipped with an Ettus E312 USRP, a custom-made VHF
antenna, and a small consumer-grade GPS antenna to disci-
pline the on-board oscillator. The receivers were tuned to a
137-MHz carrier frequency with 2.4-MHz sampling band-
width, which covers the 137–138-MHz band allocated to
Orbcomm SVs. Samples of the received signals were stored
for off-line postprocessing using the software-defined radio
(SDR) developed in [21]. The LEO carrier phase measure-
ments were produced at a rate of 4.8 kHz and were down-
sampled to 10 Hz. The the base’s position was surveyed
on Google Earth, and the UAV trajectory was taken from
its on-board navigation system, which uses GNSS (GPS
and GLONASS), an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and
other sensors. The hovering horizontal precision of the UAV
is reported to be 1.5 m by DJI. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 19. The UAV traversed a total trajectory of
2.28 km in 120 s.

Over the course of the experiment, the receivers on-
board the base and the UAV were listening to two Orbcomm
SVs, namely, FM 108 and FM 116. The SVs transmit a
telemetry message which includes system time, SV po-
sition, and SV velocity as estimated by their on-board
GPS receivers. These positions were decoded and used as
ground-truth. A position estimate of FM 108 and FM 116
was also obtained from TLE files and SGP4 software [80].
The satellites were simultaneously visible for 2 min. A
sky plot of the 2 Orbcomm SVs is shown in Fig. 20(a).
The Doppler frequency measured by the rover using the
SDR in [21] for the 2 Orbcomm SVs is shown along

Fig. 21. Total SV position error magnitude and along-track SV position
error magnitude for 2 Orbcomm LEO SVs, as well as the range residual

due to ephemeris errors as observed by a terrestrial LEO receiver. .

Fig. 22. (a) Trajectories of the 2 Orbcomm LEO SVs. (b)–(c) True and
estimated trajectories of the UAV. Map data: Google Earth.

the expected Doppler calculated from the TLE files in
Fig. 20(b). The SV position error and the range residuals
are shown in Fig. 21 for each SV. Fig. 22(a) shows the
SV trajectories. Note that the base and rover were closer
than 1 km over the experiment; hence, ionospheric and
tropospheric delay residuals were negligible. Since only
two satellites were visible at a time, which is typically the
case the Orbcomm constellation [53], the single difference
CD-LEO framework discussed in Section II is used to
estimate the 3–D position and velocity of the UAV from
single difference CD-LEO measurements along with alti-
tude measurements, taken from the UAV’s on-board naviga-
tion solution. To demonstrate the potential of the CD-LEO
navigation framework, two frameworks were implemented
for comparison: 1) the CD-LEO framework discussed in
Section II-D and 2) a nondifferential framework that em-
ploys carrier phase LEO measurements from the UAV’s
receiver only. The second framework is exactly equivalent
to the one proposed [81] except that carrier phase mea-
surements from LEO satellites are used instead of cellular
transmitters. The results of each framework are presented
next.
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Fig. 23. EKF position estimation error and ±3σ bounds for the
CD-LEO framework. The estimates and sigma bounds for the case where
SV positions are obtained from GPS and the ones for the case where the
SV positions are obtained from TLE files are almost identical. The top

legend corresponds to the position errors and the bottom legend
corresponds to the clock bias estimate.

B. CD-LEO Framework Experimental Results

Single difference measurements provide more infor-
mation on the SV-to-receiver geometry than double dif-
ference measurements since the differencing matrix T is
not applied [82]. This comes at the cost of an additional
state to be estimated: the common clock bias δt (R,B)

r (k).
To this end, the UAV’s position and velocity states were
estimated along with the common clock bias δt (R,B)

r (k) and
the constant ambiguity N (R,B)

2 . Note that N (R,B)
1 was lumped

into δt (R,B)
r (k). The UAV’s continuous-time acceleration

process noise spectra were set to q̃x = q̃y = 1 m2/s5 and
q̃z = 0.01 m2/s5 for the East, North, and up components,
respectively. The choice of these spectra follows from the
fact that the UAV is maneuvering in the horizontal direction
only. The position and velocity process noise covariance
can be readily obtained from these power spectra [76].
The UAV’s and base’s oscillator quality is assumed to be
that of a typical temperature-compensated crystal oscillator
(TCXO), from which the process noise covariance can
also be readily obtained according to [76]. A prior for the
UAV position and velocity was obtained from the UAV’s
on-board system. The prior was used to initialize the EKF.
After initialization, the EKF was using single-difference
Orbcomm LEO SV measurements to estimate the states
of the UAV. To study the effect of ephemeris errors on
the navigation solution, two EKFs were implemented: 1)
one that uses the Orbcomm LEO SV positions estimated
by the SVs’ on-board GPS receiver and 2) one that uses
the Orbcomm LEO SV positions estimated from TLE files.
The estimated trajectories are shown in Fig. 22(b) and (c).
The EKF position estimation errors are shown in Fig. 23
along with the 3σ bounds. Note that since the UAV mainly
travels in the North direction, the East direction becomes
poorly estimable; hence, the 3σ bounds in the East direction
increase at a higher rate than the 3σ bound in the North

TABLE II
Experimental Results: 3-D RMSEs and 3-D Final Errors

Fig. 24. EKF position estimation error and ±3σ bounds for
nondifferential LEO framework. The sigma bounds for the case where SV
positions are obtained from GPS and the ones for the case where the SV
positions are obtained from TLE files are almost identical. The top legend
corresponds to the position errors and the bottom legend corresponds to
the clock bias estimate. Also note that in the nondifferential framework,

two clock biases are estimated: one for each SV.

direction, as shown in Fig. 23. The common clock bias
estimate and the corresponding ±3σ bounds are also shown
in Fig 23. The 3-D position RMSEs and final errors for both
EKFs are shown in Table II.

C. Nondifferential LEO Framework Experimental Results

To demonstrate the importance of the CD-LEO frame-
work, a nondifferential LEO framework is implemented.
To this end, the UAV’s position and velocity are estimated
in an EKF using the nondifferential measurements in (1).
In this case, two clock biases must be estimated capturing
the difference between the receiver’s clock bias and each of
the Orbcomm LEO SVs’ bias. The same dynamics models
and initialization method employed in Section VII-B were
used in the nondifferential framework, except that the SV’s
oscillators was assumed to be that of typical oven-controlled
crystal oscillators (OCXO) [76]. Similarly to Section VII-B,
two EKFs were implemented: 1) one that uses the Orbcomm
LEO SV positions estimated by the SVs’ on-board GPS re-
ceiver and 2) one that uses the Orbcomm LEO SV positions
estimated from TLE files. The estimated trajectories are
shown in Fig. 22(b) and (c). The EKF position estimation
errors are shown in Fig. 24 along with the associated 3σ
bounds. The clock bias estimates associated with FM 108
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Fig. 25. Single difference residuals due to ephemeris errors for
Orbcomm LEO SVs FM 108 and FM 116.

and FM 116 and the corresponding ±3σ bounds are also
shown in Fig 24. The 3-D position RMSEs and final errors
for both EKFs are shown in Table II.

D. Discussion

Table II summarizes the experimental results for the
CD-LEO and nondifferential LEO frameworks. It can be
seen from Fig. 21 that the residuals in the nondifferential
carrier phase measurements are on the order of kilometers,
which explains the unacceptably large RMSEs of the non-
differential framework. While using the SV positions trans-
mitted by the Orbcomm SVs reduces the RMSEs, the errors
remain unacceptably large in the nondifferential framework
due to other unmodeled errors. Such errors cancel out in
the CD-LEO framework, yielding acceptable performance
whether SV positions from GPS or TLE are used. The
accuracy of these results is unprecedented, considering that
1) only 2 LEO SVs were used, 2) no other sensors were
fused into the navigation, and 3) these LEO SVs are not
intended for navigation and are exploited opportunistically.
The predicted single difference residual due to ephemeris
errors, {r̃R,B

leo,l}2
l=1 were calculated according to (19), and

are shown in Fig. 25. During the experiment, the baseline
varied between 20 and 200 m. According to Section II-A,
the function g(θ, α) averages to 1.346 for the Orbcomm
constellation, which has an inclination angle of 45◦ and
orbital altitude of 800 km and θmin = 5◦. From the SV
position errors in Fig. 21, the expected range of the residuals
is from 0.3 to 16 cm. It can be seen from Fig. 25 that the
magnitude of the single difference residual is on the order of
centimeters and matches the expected values, showing 1) the
robustness of the CD-LEO framework against ephemeris
errors and 2) the accuracy of the performance analysis
framework discussed in Section V. These small residuals
explain the small change in performance between using
TLE-derived SV positions and GPS-derived SV positions
in the differential framework.

REMARK 3 To see the effect of small initialization errors on
the CD-LEO framework performance, the EKF for the CD-
LEO framework with SV position obtained from TLE was
randomized over 100 Monte Carlo realizations. The initial
estimate was drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered
at the true UAV position with covariance 9 × I3×3 m2. The
histograms of the position RMSE and final error are shown
in Fig. 26 along with their means and standard deviations.

Fig. 26. Histogram of the position RMSE and final error obtained from
100 Monte Carlo realizations, where the initial position estimate of the
UAV is drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered at the true UAV

position with covariance 9 × I3×3m2.

The results show that the EKF is robust against small initial
errors.

REMARK 4 The CD-LEO frameworks were also imple-
mented without altimeter measurements. The 3-D position
RMSE and final position error when using SV position
estimates from GPS were calculated to be 15.1 and 15.0 m,
respectively. The 3-D position RMSE and final position
error when using SV position estimates from TLE were
calculated to be 14.3 and 8.4 m, respectively. Note that
the RMSE in the latter case improved slightly; however,
the final error degraded significantly. Nevertheless, the per-
formance obtained with only CD-LEO measurements is
comparable with that of CD-LEO and altimeter.

REMARK 5 In order to test the double difference framework,
the CD-LEO framework was also implemented with the
UAV acting as the base and the stationary receiver acting as
a stationary rover. The 2-D position error of the stationary
rover after the B-WNLS was calculated to be 10.9 m when
using SV position estimates from TLE, and 8.2 m when
using SV position estimates from GPS. The HDOP was
found to be 29.2. Assuming a precision of λ/2 in the
CD-LEO measurements, it is found that the position errors
obtained in this experiment are well below the 1σ bound.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a differential framework for oppor-
tunistic navigation with carrier phase measurements from
megaconstellation LEO satellites. Models of the measure-
ment errors due to ephemeris errors and ionospheric and
tropospheric delays were derived as a function of the SV
elevation angle. Moreover, the joint pdf of the megacon-
stellation LEO satellites’ azimuth and elevation angle was
characterized. A performance characterization of the pro-
posed CD-LEO framework was conducted using derived
joint azimuth and elevation angle pdf, showing the potential
of LEO satellite signals for precise navigation. The perfor-
mance characterization conducted in this article also facili-
tates system parameter design to meet desired performance
requirements. Simulation and experimental results are pre-
sented showing a UAV localizing itself with LEO satellite
signals using carrier phase differential measurements to
an unprecedented level of accuracy. The simulation results
show a UAV navigating for 15.1 km in 300 s, while using
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signals from 44 Starlink LEO satellites, achieving a 3-D
position RMSE of 2.2 m and a 2-D RMSE of 32.4 cm. The
experimental results show a UAV navigating for 2.28 km
in 2 min over Aliso Viejo, CA, USA, using exclusively
signals from only two Orbcomm LEO satellites, achieving a
position RMSE of 14.8 m. Additional experiments could be
conducted to characterize the CD-LEO performance with
varying baselines in future work.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA IV.1

This appendix proves the inverse mapping from (φl , θl )
to (λl , ϕl ) is given in Lemma IV.1.

PROOF For a spherical Earth, the lth satellite position in
Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) may be expressed as

r̄leo,L = αlRE [cosϕl cos λl , cosϕl sin λl , sin ϕl ]
T .

Subsequently, given r̄leo,L, the longitude and latitude λl and
ϕl , respectively, may be obtained according to

λl = tan−1

[
eT

2 r̄leo,L

eT
1 r̄leo,L

]
, ϕl = sin−1

[
eT

3 r̄leo,L∥∥r̄leo,L

∥∥
2

]
. (48)

The SV position in ENU can also be expressed as

rleo,l � dl
[
cos θl sin φl , cos θl cosφl , sin θl

]T
. (49)

Using coordinate frame transformation, the SV position
in ECEF can be obtained from rleo through

r̄leol = RT (ϕ0, λ0) rleo,l + r̄r (50)

where r̄r = RE [cosϕ0 cos λ0, cosϕ0 sin λ0, sin ϕ0]T is the
receiver’s position in ECEF and R(ϕ0, λ0) is the ECEF to
ENU rotation matrix with

R (ϕ0, λ0) �

⎡
⎣ − sin λ0 cos λ0 0

− sin ϕ0 cos λ0 − sin ϕ0 sin λ0 cosϕ0

cosϕ0 cos λ0 cosϕ0 sin λ0 sin ϕ0

⎤
⎦ .

Equation (39) is readily obtained by combining
(48)–(50). �

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE JACOBIAN IN (40)

In the following, the subscripts j and l are omitted for
compactness of notation.

Define gγ (θ )�
∂ sin

[
γ (θ )

]
∂θ

=
⎡
⎣ sin θ

α

√
1−cos2 θ

α2

−1

⎤
⎦cos

[
γ (θ )

]

gφ01(φ, θ ) � ∂ f01(φ, θ )

∂φ
=sinλ0sinφ−sinϕ0cosλ0cosφ

gθ01(φ, θ ) � ∂ f01(φ, θ )

∂θ
= cosϕ0 cos λ0

cos2 θ

gφ02(φ, θ ) � ∂ f02(φ, θ )

∂φ
=−cosλ0sinφ−sinϕ0sinλ0cosφ

gθ02(φ, θ ) � ∂ f02(φ, θ )

∂θ
= cosϕ0 sin λ0

cos2 θ

gφ03(φ, θ ) � ∂ f03(φ, θ )

∂φ
= cosϕ0 cosφ

gθ03(φ, θ ) � ∂ f03(φ, θ )

∂θ
= sin ϕ0

cos2 θ

bφ01(φ, θ ) � ∂a01(φ, θ )

∂φ
= sin

[
γ (θ )

]
gφ01(φ, θ )

bθ01(φ, θ ) � ∂a01(φ, θ )

∂θ

= gγ (θ ) f01(φ, θ ) + sin
[
γ (θ )

]
gθ01(φ, θ )

bφ02(φ, θ ) � ∂a02(φ, θ )

∂φ
= sin

[
γ (θ )

]
gφ02(φ, θ )

bθ02(φ, θ ) � ∂a02(φ, θ )

∂θ

= gγ (θ ) f02(φ, θ ) + sin
[
γ (θ )

]
gθ02(φ, θ )

bφ03(φ, θ ) � ∂a03(φ, θ )

∂φ
= sin

[
γ (θ )

]
gφ03(φ, θ )

bθ03(φ, θ ) � ∂a03(φ, θ )

∂θ

= gγ (θ ) f03(φ, θ ) + sin
[
γ (θ )

]
gθ03(φ, θ ).

Since by definition ‖rleo,l‖2 = αRE , then the following
holds:

a2
01(φ, θ ) + a2

02(φ, θ ) + a2
03(φ, θ ) = 1. (51)

Subsequently, the elements of the Jacobian matrix Jy(φ, θ )
are given by

∂λ

∂φ
� bφ02(φ, θ )a01(φ, θ ) − bφ01(φ, θ )a02(φ, θ )

a2
01(φ, θ ) + a2

02(φ, θ )

∂λ

∂θ
� bθ02(φ, θ )a01(φ, θ ) − bθ01(φ, θ )a02(φ, θ )

a2
01(φ, θ ) + a2

02(φ, θ )

∂ϕ

∂φ
� bφ03(φ, θ )√

a2
01(φ, θ ) + a2

02(φ, θ )

∂ϕ

∂θ
� bθ03(φ, θ )√

a2
01(φ, θ ) + a2

02(φ, θ )

and the determinant of Jy(φ, θ ) is given by

∣∣Jy(φ, θ )
∣∣ = a01

(
bφ02bθ03−bθ02bφ03

)
−a02

(
bφ01b

θ
03−bθ01bφ03

)
(
a2

01 + a2
02

) 3
2

.

(52)
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